THE BBJ 787 DREAMLINER HAS INSPIRED BEAUTIFUL DESIGNS – NOW IT’S TIME TO MAKE THEM A REALITY
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Airbus Corporate Jet Centre
316 Route de Bayonne, Bâtiment A40, 31060 Toulouse cedex 9, France
Contact: +33 567 198 854
www.airbuscorporatejetcentre.com
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Bat Art'Val Paris Nord 2, 9 Rue des Trois Soeurs, BP 64193 Villepinte, 95974 Roissy CDG Cedex, France. Steinernring 52, 4051 Basel, Switzerland
Contact: + 33 173 540 600
www.aircad.fr
From design to certification, AirCaD assists customers in each step of aircraft cabin arrangement projects and can provide them with a complete engineering package. Created in 2003, AirCaD has experience in the VIP and corporate aircraft industry as well as commercial aviation. With its EASA Design Organization Approval, issued in August 2013, AirCaD can support a full certification package.

AirJet Designs
16 Avenue de l’Europe – Bât A, Parc Technologique du Canal – Ramonville, 31520 Toulouse, France
Contact: Jean-Pierre Alfano (creative director), +33 531 615 186, toulouse@airjet-designs.com
www.airjet-designs.com
AirJet Designs is an award-winning aviation design studio specialising in corporate jet, VIP and head-of-state aircraft interior design. The company is focused on delivering beauty, luxury and sophistication to airborne surroundings.

Andrew Trujillo Design
The Alaska Building, Silka Drive, Shrewsbury Business Park, Shrewsbury, SY2 6LG, UK
Contact: Andrew Trujillo, +44 1743 588066, andrew@andrewtrujillodesign.com
www.andrewtrujillodesign.com

Andrew Winch Designs
The Old Fire Station, 123 Mortlake High Street, London, SW14 8SN, UK
Contact: Jim Dixon, +44 20 8392 8400, info@andrew-winch-designs.co.uk
www.andrew-winch-designs.co.uk
Andrew Winch Design’s Aviation team provides a turn-key service – taking the client from the initial layout generation, all the way through the design process and on to delivery. Recent projects include an ACJ 319, a BBJ and an ACJ 340-300.

Brabus Private Aviation
Brabus-Allee, D-46240 Bottrop, Germany
Contact: +49 204 177 7117, +41 789 220 006, aviation@brabus.com
www.brabus-aviation.com

Comlux Creatives
Stockerstrasse 57, CH-8002 Zurich, Switzerland
Contact: +41 442 055 070, comluxmanagement@comluxaviation.com
www.comluxaviation.com

CTM Design
Power Road Studios, 114 Power Road, London, W4 5PY, UK
Contact: Robin Dunlop (founder and director), +44 20 8995 3207, contactus@ctm-design.co.uk
www.ctm-design.co.uk
CTM is an aviation design consultancy focusing primarily on the luxury business aircraft market, but with experience in the airline market.

DCA Design International
19 Church Street, Warwick, CV34 4AB, UK
Contact: +44 1926 499461, info@dca-design.com
www.dca-design.com

Alberto Pinto International Interior Design
11, Rue d’Aboukir, 75002 Paris, France
Contacts: Linda Pinto (CEO), Yves Pickardt (VIP aircraft interior team leader), +33 140 130 000, yves.pickardt@albertopinto.com
www.albertopinto.com
The Alberto Pinto Interior Design Studio has remained an exclusive provider to the world’s elite for the last 40 years. Its VIP aircraft interior department has been a source for refined designs since 1999, realising more than 30 aircraft projects – on Bombardier, Dassault, Gulfstream, Airbus and Boeing types. The company’s customers can be found throughout Europe, the USA, Brazil, the Middle East, Russia, India and China.